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Atticus Finch Paper
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper
Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning masterwork of honor and injustice in the deep
South—and the heroism of one man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of
the most cherished stories of all time, To Kill a Mockingbird has been translated
into more than forty languages, sold more than forty million copies worldwide,
served as the basis for an enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one
of the best novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the country. A
gripping, heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a
South poisoned by virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and savage
inequities through the eyes of a young girl, as her father—a crusading local
lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man unjustly accused of a terrible
crime.
A beautifully crafted graphic novel adaptation of Harper Lee's beloved American
classic. 'Shoot all the bluejays you want, if you can hit 'em, but remember it's a
sin to kill a mockingbird.' A haunting portrait of race and class, innocence and
injustice, hypocrisy and heroism, tradition and transformation in the Deep South
of the 1930s, Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird remains as important today as it
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was upon its initial publication in 1960, during the turbulent years of the Civil
Rights movement. Now, this most beloved and acclaimed novel is reborn for a
new age as a gorgeous graphic novel. Scout, Jem, Boo Radley, Atticus Finch
and the small town of Maycomb, Alabama, are all captured in vivid and moving
illustrations by artist Fred Fordham. Enduring in vision, Harper Lee's timeless
novel illuminates the complexities of human nature and the depths of the human
heart with humour, unwavering honesty and a tender, nostalgic beauty. Lifetime
admirers and new readers alike will be touched by this special visual edition.
Thomas L. Shaffer argues that the morals of modern American lawyers and
doctors have been corrupted by misguided professionalism and weak philosophy.
He shows that professional codes exalt vocational principle over the traditional
morals of character; but that, in practice, America's professionals and business
people cultivate the ethics of character. The ethics of virtue have been neglected.
The ethical argument in Faith and the Professions is in part an application to
professional life of the position taken by Alasdair MacIntyre in After Virtue and in
Revisions, and by Robert Bellah and his collaborators in Habits of the Heart. It is
also, in part, an argument for the relevance of religious ethics.
In 1960, To Kill a Mockingbird was published to critical acclaim. To
commemorate To Kill a Mockingbird's 50th anniversary, Michael J. Meyer has
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assembled a collection of new essays that celebrate this enduring work of
American literature. These essays approach the novel from educational, legal,
social, and thematic perspectives. Harper Lee's only novel won the Pulitzer Prize
and was transformed into a beloved film starring Gregory Peck as Atticus Finch.
An American classic that frequently appears in middle school and high school
curriculums, the novel has been subjected to criticism for its subject matter and
language. Still relevant and meaningful, To Kill a Mockingbird has nonetheless
been under-appreciated by many critics. There are few books that address Lee's
novel's contribution to the American canon and still fewer that offer insights that
can be used by teachers and by students. These essays suggest that author
Harper Lee deserves more credit for skillfully shaping a masterpiece that not only
addresses the problems of the 1930s but also helps its readers see the problems
and prejudices the world faces today. Intended for high school and
undergraduate usage, as well as for teachers planning to use To Kill a
Mockingbird in their classrooms, this collection will be a valuable resource for all
teachers of American literature.
From the acclaimed master of historical fiction comes an epic saga about a
reluctant hero, the Roman Empire, and the rise of a new faith. Jerusalem and the
Sinai desert, first century AD. In the turbulent aftermath of the crucifixion of
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Jesus, officers of the Roman Empire acquire intelligence of a pilgrim bearing an
incendiary letter from a religious fanatic to insurrectionists in Corinth. The content
of this letter could bring down the empire. The Romans hire a former legionary,
the solitary man-at-arms, Telamon of Arcadia, to intercept the letter and capture
its courier. Telamon operates by a dark code all his own, with no room for noble
causes or lofty beliefs. But once he overtakes the courier, something happens
that neither he nor the empire could have predicted. In his first novel of the
ancient world in thirteen years, the best-selling author of Gates of Fire and Tides
of War returns with a gripping saga of conquest and rebellion, bloodshed and
faith.
The first book-length study of Harper Lee's two novels, this is the ultimate
reference for those interested in Harper Lee's writing, most notably as it
considers race, class, and gender. • Assists students as they strive to better
understand complex issues of race, class, and gender that remain relevant topics
of discussion • Provides a needed and updated student guide on Harper Lee's
writing • Assesses Lee's iconic characters and helps readers to comprehend the
controversy surrounding the character flaws of Atticus Finch • Offers a personal
perspective written by a friend of Harper Lee
Zou Lei is an illegal immigrant who works at a Chinese restaurant in Queens in
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search of a better life in the 'Land of the Brave'. Brad Skinner has recently arrived
in New York following a tour in Iraq and is determined to party as hard as he can
in order to start 'wanting to live again'. When their paths cross, they discover that
new starts may be possible for both of them, if they can survive homelessness,
lockup and Skinner's post-traumatic stress disorder, which may be more
prophecy than madness.
"30 wacky, whimsical student papers plus 4 hilarious parodies of composition theorists."--Title
page.
Man up and discover the practical and inspirational information all men should know! While it’s
definitely more than just monster trucks, grilling, and six-pack abs, true manliness is hard to
define. The words macho and manly are not synonymous. Taking lessons from classic
gentlemen such as Benjamin Franklin and Theodore Roosevelt, authors Brett and Kate McKay
have created a collection of the most useful advice every man needs to know to live life to its
full potential. This book contains a wealth of information that ranges from survival skills to
social skills to advice on how to improve your character. Whether you are braving the wilds
with your friends, courting your girlfriend, or raising a family, inside you’ll find practical
information and inspiration for every area of life. You’ll learn the basics all modern men should
know, including how to: -Shave like your grandpa -Be a perfect houseguest -Fight like a
gentleman using the art of bartitsu -Help a friend with a problem -Give a man hug -Perform a
fireman’s carry -Ask for a woman’s hand in marriage -Raise resilient kids -Predict the weather
like a frontiersman -Start a fire without matches -Give a dynamic speech -Live a well-balanced
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life So jump in today and gain the skills and knowledge you need to be a real man in the 21st
century.
Who was the real Atticus Finch? A prize-winning historian reveals the man behind the legend
The publication of Go Set a Watchman in 2015 forever changed how we think about Atticus
Finch. Once seen as a paragon of decency, he was reduced to a small-town racist. How are
we to understand this transformation? In Atticus Finch, historian Joseph Crespino draws on
exclusive sources to reveal how Harper Lee's father provided the central inspiration for each of
her books. A lawyer and newspaperman, A. C. Lee was a principled opponent of mob rule, yet
he was also a racial paternalist. Harper Lee created the Atticus of Watchman out of the
ambivalence she felt toward white southerners like him. But when a militant segregationist
movement arose that mocked his values, she revised the character in To Kill a Mockingbird to
defend her father and to remind the South of its best traditions. A story of family and literature
amid the upheavals of the twentieth century, Atticus Finch is essential to understanding Harper
Lee, her novels, and her times.
Looking for a great gift to show your appreciation and support for a friend? Need a new journal
in your life? This unique funny notebook / journal is the perfect way to express your love and
gratitude to your friends and family! Filled with 50+ double sided sheets (110 writing pages!) of
lined paper, this inspirational notebook with motivational quote makes a memorable useful
present for anybody. Give your friend an inspiring gift they'll remember! With a beautiful matte,
full-color paperback cover, this cute lined notebook can be used as a diary to record all your
creative stories. High quality ruled journal of ideal size suitable for kids, women or men to write.
Best cool small gift under $10! Desired Awesome Journals are perfect for: Birthday Christmas
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Gifts New Job Gift Colleague/ Co-worker/ Boss Gifts Journals & Planners Doodle Diaries
Homeschool Planners for Kids Creative Writing Notebooks Gifts for Mom Dad, Grandma
Grandpa, Cousins, Brother Sister Retirement Gifts School Notebooks Student Graduation Gifts
Teacher Thank You Gifts Mom Daughter Journal Journaling For Kids Book Lover Souvenir
Novelty Blank Scrapbook Monthly Project Tracker Practical Plan Checklist And much
more........ Place your order today!
An extensively revised and updated edition of the bestselling biography of Harper Lee,
reframed from the perspective of the recent publication of Lee's Go Set a Watchman To Kill a
Mockingbird—the twentieth century's most widely read American novel—has sold thirty million
copies and still sells a million yearly. In this in-depth biography, first published in 2006, Charles
J. Shields brings to life the woman who gave us two of American literature's most unforgettable
characters, Atticus Finch and his daughter, Scout. Years after its initial publication—with
revisions throughout the book and a new epilogue—Shields finishes the story of Harper Lee's
life, up to its end. There's her former agent getting her to transfer the copyright for To Kill a
Mockingbird to him, the death of Lee's dear sister Alice, a fuller portrait of Lee’s editor, Tay
Hohoff, and—most vitally—the release of Lee's long-buried first novel and the ensuing public
devouring of what has truly become the book of the year, if not the decade: Lee's Go Set a
Watchman.
William Faulkner [RL 8 IL 7-12] An aristocratic Southern woman hides a macabre secret.
Themes: lost love; secret passions. 36 pages. Tale Blazers.
Harper Lee Collection E-book Bundle has descriptive copy which is not yet available from the
Publisher.
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Edited by Mark Reiter and Richard Sandomir, and featuring contributions from experts on
everything from breakfast cereal and movie gunfights to First Ladies and bald guys, The Final
Four of Everything celebrates everything that's great, surprising, or silly in America, using the
foolproof method of bracketology to determine what we love or hate-and why. As certain to
make you laugh as it will start friendly arguments, The Final Four of Everything is the perfect
book for know-it-alls, know-a-littles, and anyone with an opinion on celebrity mugshots, literary
heroes, sports nicknames, or bacon. Bracketology is a unique way of organizing information
that dates back to the rise of the knockout (or single elimination) tournament, perhaps in
medieval times. Its origins are not precisely known, but there was genius in the first bracket
design that hasn't changed much over the years. You, of course, may be familiar with the
bracket format via the NCAA basketball tournament pairings each March. If you've ever
watched ESPN or participated in a March Madness office pool, you know what a bracket looks
like. The Final Four of Everything takes the idea one step further, and applies the knockout
format to every category BUT basketball. In areas where taste, judgment, and hard-earned
wisdom really matter, we've set out to determine, truly, the Final Four of Everything.
Each volume in a collection of affordable, readable editions of some of the world's greatest
works of literature features a chronology of the author's life and career, a concise introduction
containing valuable background information, a timeline of significant events, an outline of key
plot points and themes, detailed explanatory notes, critical analyses, discussion questions, and
a list of recommended books and films.
After a close friend died of cancer, middle-aged, overweight, acrophobic newspaperman Tom
Ryan decided to pay tribute to her in a most unorthodox manner. Ryan and his friend,
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miniature schnauzer Atticus M. Finch, would attempt to climb all forty-eight of New
Hampshire’s four-thousand-foot peaks twice in one winter while raising money for charity. It
was an adventure of a lifetime, leading them across hundreds of miles and deep into an
enchanting but dangerous winter wonderland. At the heart of the amazing journey was the
extraordinary relationship they shared, one that blurred the line between man and dog.
Following Atticus is an unforgettable true saga of adventure, friendship, and the unlikeliest of
family, as one remarkable animal opens the eyes and heart of a tough-as-nails newspaperman
to the world’s beauty and its possibilities.
Tom Santopietro, an author well-known for his writing about American popular culture, delves
into the heart of the beloved classic and shows readers why To Kill a Mockingbird matters
more today than ever before. With 40 million copies sold, To Kill a Mockingbird’s poignant but
clear eyed examination of human nature has cemented its status as a global classic. Tom
Santopietro's new book, Why To Kill a Mockingbird Matters, takes a 360 degree look at the
Mockingbird phenomenon both on page and screen. Santopietro traces the writing of To Kill a
Mockingbird, the impact of the Pulitzer Prize, and investigates the claims that Lee’s book is
actually racist. Here for the first time is the full behind the scenes story regarding the creation
of the 1962 film, one which entered the American consciousness in a way that few other films
ever have. From the earliest casting sessions to the Oscars and the 50th Anniversary
screening at the White House, Santopietro examines exactly what makes the movie and
Gregory Peck’s unforgettable performance as Atticus Finch so captivating. As Americans
yearn for an end to divisiveness, there is no better time to look at the significance of Harper
Lee's book, the film, and all that came after.
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Warning: This is an independent addition to Luckiest Girl Alive, meant to enhance your
experience of the original book. If you have not yet bought the original copy, make sure to
purchase it before buying this unofficial summary from aBookaDay. Scout gives voice to every
social circle in Maycomb through her story, as the little witness who sees all the comings and
goings in the town. Together with Jem, she is her father's watcher, inspiring Atticus Finch to
commit all his greatest efforts to the Tom Robinson case, so he can show his children what it
means to fight a losing battle. She is the teller of her brother's secrets, letting readers look in
on the changing morality and maturation of a young person growing up in a southern town in
1935, giving an insight into what the adults of Maycomb will look like fifteen years later. With
her childlike spite and surprising wit, we can trust Scout Finch to tell the whole truth and
nothing but. The lessons of To Kill a Mockingbird are for Atticus Finch to teach and for us,
through his littlest daughter's eyes, to learn. Available on PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or
Kindle device. (c) 2015 All Rights Reserved
This “deeply immersive novel” (The Washington Post) from the author of the award–winning
Preparation for the Next Life is an “epic coming-of-age tale filled with pain, heartache, fear,
and undying love” (The Associated Press), as a young man’s yearning to protect his dying
mother requires him to risk destroying his estranged, enigmatic, powerful father. “From its
hypnotic opening pages, we find ourselves in the sure hands of a roaming omniscient narrator,
one who knows intimately the beating hearts of its two central characters” —Andre Dubus III,
The New York Times Book Review Corey Goltz grows up in the working-class outskirts of
Boston as the only child of Gloria, whose ambitions were derailed early but who has always
given her son everything she can. Corey, restless, dreams of leaving home for a great
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adventure. Instead, when he is fifteen, the world comes crashing down upon him, when Gloria
is diagnosed with ALS and, too late, his estranged father, Leonard—a man of great charisma
but dubious moral character—reenters the picture. Determined to be his mother’s hero at any
cost, Corey begins shouldering responsibility for her expensive medical care, pushing himself
to his physical and emotional limits as her disease cruelly progresses. And as Leonard’s
influence over Corey grows, Corey must dismantle the myth of his father’s genius and confront
the evil that lurks beneath it. Gritty, visceral, and profoundly stirring, The War for Gloria tells the
story of a young man, straddling childhood and adulthood, whose yearning to protect his
mother requires him to risk destroying his father. An indelible work from a strikingly original
voice in American fiction.
The story of Foster Beck, the author’s late father, whose defense of a black man accused of
rape in 1930s Alabama foreshadowed the trial at the heart of To Kill a Mockingbird. As a child,
Joseph Beck heard the stories—when other lawyers came up with excuses, his father
courageously defended a black man charged with raping a white woman. Now a lawyer
himself, Beck reconstructs his father's role in State of Alabama vs. Charles White, Alias, a trial
that was much publicized when Harper Lee was twelve years old. On the day of Foster Beck’s
client’s arrest, the leading local newspaper reported, under a page-one headline, that "a
wandering negro fortune teller giving the name Charles White" had "volunteered a detailed
confession of the attack" of a local white girl. However, Foster Beck concluded that the
confession was coerced. The same article claimed that "the negro accomplished his dastardly
purpose," but as in To Kill a Mockingbird, there was evidence at the trial to the contrary.
Throughout the proceedings, the defendant had to be escorted from the courthouse to a
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distant prison “for safekeeping,” and the courthouse itself was surrounded by a detachment of
sixteen Alabama highway patrolmen. The saga captivated the community with its dramatic
testimonies and emotional outcome. It would take an immense toll on those involved, including
Foster Beck, who worried that his reputation had cast a shadow over his lively, intelligent, and
supportive fiancé, Bertha, who had her own social battles to fight. This riveting memoir,
steeped in time and place, seeks to understand how race relations, class, and the memory of
southern defeat in the Civil War produced such a haunting distortion of justice, and how it may
figure into our literary imagination.

Pastor and author Matt Rawle is on a mission. He sees Christ all around him-in
books, movies, TV shows, rock music-and he wants to share what he sees. As
Matt says, "God offers the raw ingredients, and 'culture' is whatever we cook up."
In The Faith of a Mockingbird, based on Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird,
pastor and author Matt Rawle uses Lee's beloved characters to explore Christian
faith, theology, and ethics. Join Scout, Atticus Finch, Boo Radley, and Tom
Robinson in this four-week study considering God's world and what it all means.
This Leader Guide contains everything needed to guide a group through the
workbook and DVD. It includes session plans and discussion questions, as well
as multiple format options. The Faith of a Mockingbird is part of The Pop in
Culture Series of Bible studies in which Matt Rawle stirs up a tasty gumbo of
insight, humor, and inspiration based on some of your favorite pop culture
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classics. A Participant Book, a DVD featuring four sessions with the author, and a
Worship Resources Flash Drive also are available for group study.
A historic literary event: the publication of a newly discovered novel, the earliest
known work from Harper Lee, the beloved, bestselling author of the Pulitzer Prizewinning classic, To Kill a Mockingbird. Originally written in the mid-1950s, Go Set
a Watchman was the novel Harper Lee first submitted to her publishers before To
Kill a Mockingbird. Assumed to have been lost, the manuscript was discovered in
late 2014. Go Set a Watchman features many of the characters from To Kill a
Mockingbird some twenty years later. Returning home to Maycomb to visit her
father, Jean Louise Finch—Scout—struggles with issues both personal and
political, involving Atticus, society, and the small Alabama town that shaped her.
Exploring how the characters from To Kill a Mockingbird are adjusting to the
turbulent events transforming mid-1950s America, Go Set a Watchman casts a
fascinating new light on Harper Lee’s enduring classic. Moving, funny and
compelling, it stands as a magnificent novel in its own right.
If I have been charitable in my judgments of my fellow man; if I have tried to help
him as best I could; if I have done my utmost to truly understand him, I know why
I have taken this course - I could not help it. I could have had no comfort or
peace of mind if I had acted any other way. I have been interested in the study of
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man, and the motives that move and control his life. I have rejoiced with him, and
have grieved with him, I have followed my instincts and sought to rescue the
suffering when I could. - Clarence Seward Darrow. The Buddhists have a term
they use to describe the process of comfortably meshing our core values with the
way we make our living. They refer to it as the process of finding a right
livelihood. The values that Clarence Darrow meshed with his role as a lawyer
came from many sources. He was a philosopher, scientist, sociologist, historian,
and theologian. Darrow in no way resembled the single-dimensional linearthinking attorney that seems to be almost cliché and epidemic in the 90s. He was
not the abridged version of a lawyer. His endless effort to understand and
appreciate the world outside the four walls of his law office contributed to his
legendary ability as an advocate. More importantly, his effort contributed to his
arriving at a right livelihood.
"Do not forget that ‘skill and integrity' are the keys to success." This was the last
piece of advice on a list Will Thurmond gave his son Strom in 1923. The younger
Thurmond would keep the words in mind throughout his long and colorful career
as one of the South's last race-baiting demagogues and as a national power
broker who, along with Barry Goldwater and Ronald Reagan, was a major figure
in modern conservative politics. But as the historian Joseph Crespino
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demonstrates in Strom Thurmond's America, the late South Carolina senator
followed only part of his father's counsel. Political skill was the key to Thurmond's
many successes; a consummate opportunist, he had less use for integrity. He
was a thoroughgoing racist—he is best remembered today for his twenty-four-hour
filibuster in opposition to the Civil Rights Act of 1957—but he fathered an
illegitimate black daughter whose existence he did not publicly acknowledge
during his lifetime. A onetime Democrat and labor supporter, he switched parties
in 1964 and helped to dismantle New Deal protections for working Americans. If
Thurmond was a great hypocrite, though, he was also an innovator who saw the
future of conservative politics before just about anyone else. As early as the
1950s, he began to forge alliances with Christian Right activists, and he eagerly
took up the causes of big business, military spending, and anticommunism.
Crespino's adroit, lucid portrait reveals that Thurmond was, in fact, both a
segregationist and a Sunbelt conservative. The implications of this insight are
vast. Thurmond was not a curiosity from a bygone era, but rather one of the first
conservative Republicans we would recognize as such today. Strom Thurmond's
America is about how he made his brand of politics central to American life.
Student manual and Adviser's toolbox for a high school program in journalism.
This cutting-edge edited collection brings together 17 scholarly essays on two of
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cinema and television’s most enduring and powerful themes: law and crime.
With contributions by many of the most prominent scholars in law, sociology,
criminology, and film, Framing Law and Crime offers a critical survey of a variety
of genres and media, integrating descriptions of technique with critical analysis,
and incorporating historical and socio-political critique. The first set of essays
brings together accounts of the history of the Law and Cinema Movement; the
groundbreaking genre of “post-apocalyptic fiction;” and the policy-setting
genesis of a Canadian documentary. The second section of the book turns to the
examination of a range of international or global films, with an eye to assessing
the strengths, frailties, and possible functions of law, as depicted in fictional
cinema. After an international focus in the second section, the third section
focuses on law and crime in American film and television, inclusive of both
fictional and documentary modes of narration. This section’s expansion beyond
film narratives to include television series attempts to broaden the scope of the
edited collection, in terms of media discussed; it is also a nod to how the big
screen, although still a dominant force in American popular culture, now has to
compete, to some extent, with the small screen, for influence over the collective
American popular cultural imaginary. The fourth section, titled brings together
various chapters that attempt to instantiate how a “Gothic Criminology” could be
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useful, as an interpretative framework in analyzing depictions of law and crime in
film and television. The fifth and final section covers issues of pedagogy,
epistemology, and ethics in relation to moving images of law and crime. Merging
wide-ranging analyses with nuanced scholarly interpretations, Framing Law and
Crime examines key concepts and showcases original research reflecting the
latest interdisciplinary trends in the scholarship of the moving image. It
addresses, not only scholars, but also fans, and will heighten the appreciation of
connoisseurs and newcomers to these topics alike.
The tragic tale of a Montana family ripped apart by scandal and murder: “a
significant and elegant addition to the fiction of the American West” (Washington
Post). In the summer of 1948, twelve-year-old David Hayden witnessed and
experienced a series of cataclysmic events that would forever change the way he
saw his family. The Haydens had been pillars of their small Montana town:
David’s father was the town sheriff; his uncle Frank was a war hero and
respected doctor. But the family’s solid foundation was suddenly shattered by a
bombshell revelation. The Hayden’s Sioux housekeeper, Marie Little Soldier,
tells them that Frank has been sexually assaulting his female Indian patients for
years—and that she herself was his latest victim. As the tragic fallout unravels
around David, he learns that truth is not what one believes it to be, that power is
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abused, and that sometimes one has to choose between loyalty and justice.
Winner of the Milkweed National Fiction Prize
An award-winning historian tells the story of hunting in America, showing how this sport
has shaped our national identity. From Daniel Boone to Teddy Roosevelt, hunting is
one of America's most sacred-but also most fraught-traditions. It was promoted in the
19th century as a way to reconnect "soft" urban Americans with nature and to the
legacy of the country's pathfinding heroes. Fair chase, a hunting code of ethics
emphasizing fairness, rugged independence, and restraint towards wildlife, emerged as
a worldview and gave birth to the conservation movement. But the sport's popularity
also caused class, ethnic, and racial divisions, and stirred debate about the treatment of
Native Americans and the role of hunting in preparing young men for war. This
sweeping and balanced book offers a definitive account of hunting in America. It is
essential reading for anyone interested in the evolution of our nation's foundational
myths.
This "superbly written true-crime story" (Michael Lewis, The New York Times Book
Review) masterfully brings together the tales of a serial killer in 1970s Alabama and of
Harper Lee, the beloved author of To Kill a Mockingbird, who tried to write his story.
Reverend Willie Maxwell was a rural preacher accused of murdering five of his family
members, but with the help of a savvy lawyer, he escaped justice for years until a
relative assassinated him at the funeral of his last victim. Despite hundreds of
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witnesses, Maxwell's murderer was acquitted--thanks to the same attorney who had
previously defended the reverend himself. Sitting in the audience during the vigilante's
trial was Harper Lee, who spent a year in town reporting on the Maxwell case and many
more trying to finish the book she called The Reverend. Cep brings this remarkable
story to life, from the horrifying murders to the courtroom drama to the racial politics of
the Deep South, while offering a deeply moving portrait of one of our most revered
writers.
Reproduction of the original: Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases by Ida B.
Wells-Barnett
Seminar paper from the year 2019 in the subject English - Literature, Works, grade: 4.1,
, language: English, abstract: In Harper Lee's "To Kill a Mockingbird", the theme of
racism is highlighted in various interactions between the characters. The story is
narrated through the eyes of the protagonist, Scout, who resides in a fictional town in
Alabama named Maycomb with her father Atticus and brother Jem. In the novel,
various aspects of the vice are depicted, mainly in the conflict between the whites and
the African-American community. Most of the misunderstandings in the town are
caused by stereotypes that are told by members of opposing races. Thus, the narration
details how prejudices and injustices along racial lines can impede social harmony. The
discrimination against individuals based on their race was a common phenomenon in
the 1930s. In history, people of color, particularly the blacks, were not accepted in white
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society. The white majority exercised supremacy over the black minority, and the latter
was mainly involved in manual labor.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Shopaholic series comes a
terrific blend of comedy, romance, and psychological recovery in a contemporary YA
novel sure to inspire and entertain. An anxiety disorder disrupts fourteen-year-old
Audrey's daily life. She has been making slow but steady progress with Dr. Sarah, but
when Audrey meets Linus, her brother's gaming teammate, she is energized. She
connects with him. Audrey can talk through her fears with Linus in a way she's never
been able to do with anyone before. As their friendship deepens and her recovery gains
momentum, a sweet romantic connection develops, one that helps not just Audrey but
also her entire family.
There has only ever been one man in Frankie's life: her father, Doug Cooper. That is,
until she takes the job of amateur jockey at Aspen Valley Racing Stables. Here, she
crosses paths with star rider, Rhys Bradford. Her crush on him would be made so much
simpler if they didn't both have their eye on the same prize: the coveted ride on Grand
National favourite, Peace Offering. In the turbulent run-up to National Hunt's biggest
event, questions are raised. What exactly does Doug have against the Bradfords? Is
Rhys playing games with her heart? Will Ta' Qali show his true potential in time to
warrant his place at Aspen Valley? Why do there have to be so many blasted calories
in strawberry cheesecake? And lastly, who exactly is Francesca Cooper? Frankie's
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curiosity unearths some long-buried secrets that their keepers would rather remain
buried. And on a journey of self-discovery that takes in Britain's fiercest steeplechase
courses, love will prove her costliest stumbling point.
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